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Range of Other PFI Reports
25 – 79 % Retail/Rest./Hospitality
7 ‐ 37% Financial Services
0 ‐ 20% Manuf./Transp./Utility
0 ‐ 3% Non‐profit
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1. Current Threat Landscape
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Current Threats
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Current Threats
• Organized crime
– Multiple groups
– Different concentrations / specialties
– Code / personnel sharing
– Attribution is not straight forward

Current Threats
• The days of “close proximity” to the crime are
long gone
• Cybercrime groups are:
– Stealthy
– Sophisticated
– Specialized
– Persistent

Current Threats
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ransomware
Wire transfers
ACH transactions
Card present (CP)
Card not present (CNP)
Unlimited operations (ATM cashout)

Current Threats – CHD theft
• Ram Scrapers (variant #1)
– Enumerates processes and injects into hardcoded
process
– Scans process memory for track 1/track 2 data
– Matched data encoded using mangled base64
alphabet
– Data inserted into temporary local MSSQL
osql.exe ‐S localhost ‐E ‐Q "create table tempdb..XXXXXXPOS (id int IDENTITY(1,1),data varchar(2000))"
osql.exe ‐S localhost ‐E ‐Q "set nocount on;INSERT INTO tempdb..XXXXXXPOS select '<encoded_data>'“

– Manual data theft

Current Threats – CHD theft
• Ram Scrapers (variant #2)
– Installs persistently as service
– Enumerates processes and injects into hardcoded
process
– Scans process memory for track 1/track 2 data
– Matched data encoded using mangled base64
alphabet
– Data saved to local file
– FTP routine for data theft

Current Threats – CHD theft
• Ram Scrapers (variant #3)
– Starts %systemroot%\system32\<specified>.exe
process
– Decrypts malicious binary from malware file,
overwrites PE header with cmdline args
EVIL.exe –f svchost.exe ‐p 1907 ‐l foobar.dat ‐d 10 ‐s bar.txt

– Periodically (specified) checks (specified) PID for track
1/track 2 data
– Logs RC4 encrypted results to local (specified) file
– Manual data theft

Current Threats – Remote Access
• Backdoors (variant #1)
– Malware disguised as “Apache Benchmark” utility
– May be packed
– Beacons out to C2 and downloads shellcode
(functionality) upon execution
– No native persistence mechanism
• Often via scheduled tasks

Current Threats – Remote Access
• Backdoors (variant #2)
– Executes, extracts and unencrypts payload to
temporary file, creates new process
– Cmdline args copied to MZ header in memory
‐t ‐s 100.100.100.100 ‐p 443 ‐m h ‐x 10.10.10.10:8088

– Proxying capabilities
– Custom RC4 encrypted protocol
– May attempt to stop list of AV products
– No native persistence mechanism
• Often via scheduled tasks

Current Threats – Remote Access
• Access to VPN
– Single factor authentication

• Access to Citrix remote access service
– Single factor authentication
– Misconfigured Citrix instance

Current Threats – Skimmers

Preventing Skimmer Attacks
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Develop an inspection routine of your store’s registers, terminals, pin pads,
cables and surrounding environments.
Develop an inventory tracking mechanism (e.g. check the serial numbers of the
terminals in service on a regular basis). Also, develop protocol for what
happens with devices taken out of service.
Keep the keys that lock the terminals/pin pads in a secure place at all times.
Develop a protocol for validating with store managers that a service technician
will be performing work (e.g. require a work order)
Look for signs of tampering on the pin pads (material broken near screws,
missing pieces, extra plastic on case, the anti-tampering device over the cable
was altered, plastic seems a little too far out, material bent around seams, etc.)
Look for signs that either some material is on the card swipe pad or perhaps
was previously on the swipe pad (sticky residue, plastic film, uneven surface,
etc.)
Look for external hardware that may have been hooked up to the pin pad
device.
Check the registers for additional hardware that looks out of place.
Check the cables from the pin pad devices to the registers. Look for additional
hardware that may be interrupting the flow of data (i.e. a "plug" between the pin
pad cable and the register).
Consider surveillance camera options so that stores where suspicious activity is
suspected can be examined for signs of installation.

2. Common PCI DSS Misconfigurations

Common PCI Misconfigurations
• Requirement #1: Install and maintain a firewall
configuration to protect cardholder data
– Contentious and subjective!
– Unified Active Directory infrastructure
– Database connections without proper mitigating
controls
– “Acceptable risk”

Common PCI Misconfigurations
• Requirement #8: Identify and authenticate access
to system components
– 2FA for remote access (from environment)
– Shared user IDs for system administrator (local
administrator accounts)

You’ve Been Notified – Now What?
• Immediately engage external counsel
– Gain the benefit of counsel

• Immediately engage a PFI
– Gain the benefit of experience
– Get them on‐site immediately
– Focus on containment

• Start gathering applicable logs
– Network (firewall, remote access, web proxy)
– Application (web, database, etc)

You’ve Been Notified – Now What?
• Gather critical documents
– Network architecture diagrams
– Data flow diagrams
– PCI environment(s) diagrams

• Reach out to industry contacts for intelligence
and support

3. Notable Changes under PCI DSS 3.0

PCI DSS Compliance Scope Expands
•

The PCI Security Standards Council was launched in 2006. The
latest release of the standard is V3, released in November 2013

•

The PCI DSS has 6 key areas:
1.

Build and maintain a secure network

2.

Protect cardholder data

3.

Maintain a vulnerability management program

4.

Implement strong access control measures

5.

Regularly monitor and test networks

6.

Maintain an information security policy

© Glenbrook Partners, 2014
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Next Evolution of PCI DSS
Version 3.0 contains numerous clarifications and several new or
changed requirements
Selected new requirements for Version 3:

•

Ensure that anti-virus solutions are actively running, and cannot be
disabled or altered by users unless specifically authorized by
management on a per-case basis

•

Evaluate evolving malware threats for any systems not considered
to be commonly affected by malicious software

•

Coding practices to protect against broken authentication and
session management

•

Service providers with remote access to customer premises, to use
unique authentication credentials for each customer. Other
authentication mechanisms must be linked to an individual account
and ensure only the intended user can gain access

© Glenbrook Partners, 2014
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Next Evolution of PCI DSS (cont’d)
Selected new requirements for Version 3:

•

Maintain an inventory of system components in scope for PCI DSS;
include an inventory of authorized wireless access points

•

Implement a methodology for penetration testing

•

Control physical access to sensitive areas for onsite personnel,
including a process to authorize access and revoke access

•

Protect devices that capture payment card data via direct physical
interaction with the card from tampering and substitution

•

Maintain information about which PCI DSS requirements are
managed by each service provider and which are managed directly

© Glenbrook Partners, 2014
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4. Evaluating Enhanced Security Technologies
(P2PE, Tokenization)

Approaches to PCI DSS Compliance
New developments aim at reducing PCI scope

•

•

Card not present merchants are increasingly adopting tokenization,
page hosting, or field hosting to avoid storing card data

-

Tokenization replaces actual card data with a reference number
that is stored on the merchant’s system. The acquirer, processor,
or gateway stores the real number

-

Page or field hosting means that a consumer entering data on a
merchant’s site is actually entering it directly onto the third-party
(acquirer, processor, gateway) site

For card present merchants, end-to-end card encryption is the
approach used to secure data in flight by encrypting the card data
earlier in the process.

© Glenbrook Partners, 2014
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Format Preserving Encryption
Hardware-based encryption at the point of swipe
4567-8998-7654-6789

4567-8901-2345-6789

Processor

4567-8998-7654-6789

or
Outsourced
Key Management /
Decryption Provider

Format Preserving
Encryption
encrypts 6 digits,
leaving first 6 and
last 4 “in the clear”

©
Glenbrook
Partners,
© Glenbrook
Partners,
LLC 2014
2013

Card data
encrypted in
TRSM hardware
before it reaches
POS terminal OS.
Encrypted data
flows through and
out of merchant
systems

Encrypted data
transits merchant
systems,
decrypted at
processor or 3rd
party facility
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Point to Point and End to End Encryption
Topology for Enterprise-managed Encryption

Secure Software

POS or Tablet System

Enterprise Data Center

Acquiring Processor

Key Management
Tokenization

Customer Facing POS
Devices

©©Glenbrook
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Point to Point and End to End Encryption
Topology for Outsourced Encryption

Secure Software
Enterprise Data Center

Acquiring Processor

POS or Tablet System

Outsourced
Key Management
Tokenization

Customer Facing POS
Devices

©© Glenbrook
Partners, 2014
Glenbrook Partners, LLC 2013
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Tokenization
Most used approach accommodates returns, chargeback processing,
CRM, and other functions reliant on PANs

•

Can be used for physical POS, remote commerce, and ecommerce
transactions

•

Tokenization involves converting the full PAN into a “reference
number”/pseudo PAN such that if stolen, would be unusable by
fraudsters

•

How it works:

-

The merchant transmits the PAN via the auth request to the
tokenization provider, which in turn, transmits the request to the
acquirer; the tokenization provider then returns a “token” back
with the auth response

-

The merchant would store the token for future use, which could
then be used to instruct the trusted third party to issue a refund,
initiate recurring payments, process chargebacks, etc.

©
Glenbrook
Partners,
© Glenbrook
Partners,
LLC 2014
2013
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Tokenization
•

•

How it works (continued):

-

Changes to the merchants’ systems should be relatively easy
since providers commonly use “Format Preserving Encryption”
(FPE) whereby the first 6 and the last 4 digits of the PAN remain
intact – only the middle 10 are encrypted/changed (which will
pass a MOD 10 check as well)

-

Using FPE usually enables merchants to identify prior
transactions based on the first 6 and last 4 and obviates the
need to change systems’ message fields

Tokenization can also be used within a merchant’s own
systems/data center; the tokens are issued and managed internally
and used by ancillary systems (chargebacks, CRM, etc.) to limit the
number of systems using full PANs

©
Glenbrook
Partners,
© Glenbrook
Partners,
LLC 2014
2013
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5. Account Data Compromise Response Best Practices

Commonalities of Breaches
• Will be an external attack involving malware
• Vulnerability created by third party vendor
• Will not be detected for months
• Breached entity will learn from third party
• Initial exploit relatively simple and avoidable

What Will You Encounter?
• Issuing banks advising
cardholders
• Forensic investigation
• Media & customer
inquiries
• Regulatory inquiries
• Operational challenges
• Decisions on public
statements
• State breach notification
law analysis

• Law enforcement
• Consumer class actions
• Issuing bank lawsuits
• Card network
fines/assessments
• System remediation and
revalidation
• Insurance coverage
• Reporting of impact
• Regaining customer trust
35

Response Strategy
• Prepare and practice
a response plan
• Respond quickly
• Bring in the right team
• Preserve evidence
• Contain & remediate
• Let the forensics drive
the decision-making
• Law enforcement

• Document analysis
• Involve the C-suite
– Be guarded,
consistent, and honest
in communications

• Plan for likely reaction
of customers,
employees, & key
stakeholders
• Mitigate harm

Costs of Response
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Forensics
Notification costs
Credit monitoring
Call center
Crisis response
Legal fees
Defense costs/settlement expenses
Card network fines/assessments
Regulatory fines
System remediation & PCI DSS revalidation
37

“We are experiencing technical issues and we are hard
at work to bring SuperValu Getaway Breaks and Bonus
Rewards back online. Thank you for your patience, we
apologise for any inconvenience caused.”

Target Notification Progression
•

Dec. 20, Initial notice that only card data of 40 million involved & no PINs.

•

Dec. 27, PIN numbers removed.

•

Jan. 10, 2014, personal information of 70 million customers taken.

“At this time, the investigation has determined that the stolen information includes names, mailing addresses,
phone numbers or email addresses for up to 70 million individuals.”

• Wyndham’s Alleged Deceptive Statements
“…We recognize the importance of protecting the privacy of individual-specific (personally identifiable)
information collected about our guests, callers to our central reservation centers, visitors to our Web sites, and
members participating in our Loyalty Programs …
We safeguard our Customers’ personally identifiable information by using industry standard practices.
Although “guaranteed security” does not exist either on or off the Internet, we make commercially reasonable
efforts to make our collection of such Information consistent with all applicable laws and regulations.
Currently, our Web sites utilize a variety of different security measures designed to protect personally
identifiable information from unauthorized access by users both inside and outside of our company, including
the use of 128-bit encryption based on a Class 3 Digital Certificate issued by Verisign, Inc. This allows for
utilization of Secure Sockets Layer, which is a method for encrypting data. This protects confidential
information – such as credit card numbers, offline forms, and financial data, from loss, misuse, interception,
and hacking. …”
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PCI Stakeholders
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Credit Card Brands
Issuing Banks
Acquiring Banks/Card Processors
Merchants
PCI Security Standards Council (SSC)
Assessors
Service Providers

GLOSSARY
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PCI DSS = Payment Card Industry Data Security
Standards
PFI = PCI Forensic Investigator
QSA = Qualified Security Assessor
ROC = Report on Compliance
ADCR = Account Data Compromise Recovery
GCAR = Global Compromised Account Recovery
CPP = Common Point of Purchase
PAN = primary account number
CVV = card verification value
Track data = data in magnetic stripe
43

Card Brand Assessment
Programs
•
•
•
•

Fines for non-compliance with PCI DSS
Case management fee
Fines for non-cooperation
Assessments to recover from the acquirer
and reimburse issuers:
– Operating expenses (heightened monitoring
and card reissuance)
– Incremental counterfeit fraud losses
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Visa’s GCAR Program
GCAR Qualification (Updated)
Effective for Qualifying CAMS Events or VAB Events in which the first or only alert is sent on
or after 15 May 2012, Visa will determine Account Data Compromise Event qualification, Counterfeit
Fraud Recovery and Operating Expense Recovery amounts, Issuer eligibility, and Acquirer liability
under the Global Compromised Account Recovery (GCAR) program, in accordance with the Visa
Global Compromised Account Recovery (GCAR) Guide. To qualify an Account Data Compromise Event under GCAR, Visa must
determine that all of the following criteria have been met:
• A Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS), PIN Management Requirements
Documents, or Visa PIN Security Program Guide violation has occurred that could have allowed a
compromise of Account Number and Card Verification Value (CVV) Magnetic-Stripe Data, and PIN
data for events also involving PIN compromise
• Account Number and CVV Magnetic-Stripe Data has been exposed to a compromise
• 15,000 or more eligible accounts were sent in CAMS Internet Compromise (IC) and/or Research
and Analysis (RA) alerts indicating Account Number and CVV Magnetic-Stripe Data is potentially at
Risk
• A combined total of US $150,000 or more Counterfeit Fraud Recovery and Operating Expense
Recovery for all Issuers involved in the event
• Elevated Magnetic-Stripe counterfeit fraud was observed in the population of eligible accounts sent
in the CAMS Alert(s) associated with the Account Data Compromise Event
ID#: 150413-150512-0026565
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PCI Myths
• Privilege or work product protection applies to a
PFI report and investigation.
• There must be actual evidence of exfiltration for
card data to be considered at risk by card
networks.
• CPPs are never wrong.
• Merchants can always recover from their
vendors.
• Merchants aren’t responsible if it was a vendor’s
fault.
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6. Preparing for the EMV Shift

EMV U.S. Timetable

October
2012 PCI
reporting
relief V/M

April 2013,
Acquirer/p
rocessor
(V/M/D/A)

© Glenbrook Partners, 2014
© Glenbrook Partners, LLC 2013

October
2013, PCI
AmEx,
ADC relief
MC (50%)

October
2015,
Fraud
Liability
Shift

October
2017, U.S.
fuel
merchants

American Express, Discover,
MasterCard and Visa have
harmonized their U.S.-specific
compliance and liability shift
dates for counterfeit cards
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Counterfeit Liability – Card Networks

Merchant
Capability

Card Capability
Mag Stripe

Contactless
/NFC

EMV Chip

EMV

Issuer

Issuer

Issuer

Contactless/
NFC

Issuer

Issuer

Merchant

Mag Stripe

Issuer

Issuer

Merchant

© Glenbrook Partners, 2014
© Glenbrook Partners, LLC 2013
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EMV – A New User Experience

© Glenbrook Partners, 2014
© Glenbrook Partners, LLC 2013
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Perspective on US EMV Deployment
Issuer and Merchant Views

•

Issuers. US issuers are beginning to roll out EMV contact cards to
their traveling account holders. For example, the co-branded Chase
Marriott Rewards card is EMV contact. No mass rollout to nontraveling accountholders

•

Merchants. Many of the largest merchants will adopt contact EMV.
A subset will deploy contactless. The timing of merchant EMV
adoption is influenced by the Oct 1, 2015 liability shift date but that is
not a mandate.

-

Merchants are evaluating the risks of accepting the liability shift
versus the cost of EMV deployment

-

In addition to cost considerations, reputational/revenue factors
must be considered in the wake of the Target incident

© Glenbrook Partners, 2014
© Glenbrook Partners, LLC 2013
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Perspective on US EMV Deployment
Multiple configuration issues

•

•

Cardholder Verification Methods.

-

To PIN or Not to PIN? A challenging choice for issuers. Unclear
that they will add a PIN to their credit products, which addresses
lost/stolen vs. counterfeit and impacts usability

-

PIN management on EMV cards is an operational concern.
Having multiple PINs, one for each card, is considered to be an
adoption barrier.

Online or Offline Authorization. Only a few offline cards will be
issued, all to “over water” travelers who may encounter offline only
POS terminals. The US market is already 100% online; EMV will
likely be 100% online authorization.

© Glenbrook Partners, 2014
© Glenbrook Partners, LLC 2013
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Debit Uncertainty Complicates EMV
•

Technical Concerns. The network routing requirements of the
Durbin Amendment conflict somewhat with the EMV protocol. The
global card brands and the PIN debit networks have competing
approaches for the AID (Application ID) to use and have not yet
come to an agreement.

•

Debit Pricing Uncertainty. With the "Double Durbin" court decision
and legal battle, we expect this uncertain state of affairs to exist for
several more months

•

Debit and EMV Issuance. FIs are waiting, like all other
stakeholders, for decisions prior to embarking on EMV debit card
issuance.

©
Glenbrook
Partners,
© Glenbrook
Partners,
LLC 2014
2013
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Findings from Other EMV Markets
UK Timetable

•

Decided to move to chip standard in late 1990s (~1998)

•

Initially uses chip card with not PIN; later decided to move to Chip &
PIN to address lost/stolen fraud

•

Full rollout began Oct 2003

•

Liability shift became effective Jan 2005

•

Rollout largely completed by Feb 2006

© Glenbrook Partners, 2014
© Glenbrook Partners, LLC 2013
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UK Payment Card Counterfeit Losses

Source: APACS
© Glenbrook Partners, LLC 2008

© Glenbrook Partners, LLC 2013
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UK Payment Card Fraud at Card-Present
Retailers
£250.0
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Source: APACS
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Composition of UK Payment Card Fraud
General improvement, but with significant migration of fraud to online
channel and foreign markets
CNP

Counterfeit

Lost/Stolen

Mail non‐receipt

Identity theft

Fraud Abroad
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Source: APACS
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7. Integrating Security into Emerging Payment
Technologies

Emerging Technologies
Security, at least from the merchant perspective, is somewhat inherent
in the design of many alternative payment technologies

©
Glenbrook
Partners,
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Digital Wallet Tokenization Initiatives
Card Networks and The Clearing House (TCH)

•

TCH has proposed an approach to securely installing account
credentials in digital wallets known as “SecureCloud”

•

Card networks have also described a system where issuers would
replace the PAN with a dynamic token in an eCommerce or mobile
transaction

•

Card networks executives said their token initiative will work with the
Secure Cloud project in developing a global standard

•

Intended to create a standard that will be submitted to an
unspecified governing standards body, and not a separate networkcontrolled organization (as was done with EMVCo)

•

Appear to be advocating a framework that is technology agnostic –
tokens could be carried in 2D bar codes, NFC, Bluetooth, etc.

•

Visa CEO: “We hope these solutions will be in the marketplace by
H2 2014”

©
Glenbrook
Partners,
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LLC 2014
2013
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Mobile Commerce Ecosystem

PCI DSS 3.0 & Third Parties
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